Influence of digital audio filters on image reconstruction in MRI.
This paper deals with the influence of the transient response and group delay of digital filters on the MRI signal and its aspects in image reconstruction. The consequence of digital filtration on the acquired signal will be shown in the time domain (k-space) for three basic imaging methods-echo scan, radial scan and spiral scan. The influence of the group delay and transient response of filters will be explained and a method will be proposed which compensates both these phenomena while retaining all the advantages of digital filtration. The proposed method is based on applying the principle of signal superposition and on using the consequences of the sampling principle. The method works in the time domain. It is very simple and rapid and does not depend on the properties of the acquired signal or reconstruction algorithm. It will be shown and explained in which cases the transient response can be neglected and in which it has to be compensated. In the end, the results of the proposed methods will be shown for mentioned cases on a simulated signal in the image domain.